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ON THE CHARACTERIZATION AND MECHANISMS OF SHOCK
INITIATION IN HETEROGENEOUS EXPLOSIVES

L.G. Hill and R.L. Gustavsen
Los Alamos National Laboratory

Los Alamos, NM 87545

We present a new methodology for fitting the x-t shock initiation
trajectories of heterogeneous explosives.  The technique is moti-
vated by extended detonation shock dynamics (DSD) theory,
which suggests a class of simple phase plane generating functions.
We choose one theoretically derived equation as an example, and
show that it can fit PBX 9501 and 9502 gas gun data in detail.  The
fitted function comprises the DSD calibration in the initiation
regime, and determines the ordinate values of the Pop plot and
inert Hugoniot curves.  We describe how the underlying extended
DSD assumptions are equivalent to those of certain other initiation
models.  Finally, we examine a scaling law that assumes all PBX's
follow the same x-t trajectory when normalized by their respective
c-j reaction zone thicknesses d.  This assumption allows d to be
estimated from the fit, yielding values similar to other estimates.

INTRODUCTION
The shock initiation wedge test has been in use

for over 40 years at the time of this writing.
Modern analysis methods remain largely un-
changed since the first classic study in 1961.1

The shock wave portion of the analysis typically
involves drawing a line through the early
(approximately inert) x-t data, and a second line
through the late (steadily detonating) data.  An
inert Hugoniot point is inferred, in part, from the
slope U0 of the first line.  Detonation transition
is taken as the point (t*, x*) where the two lines
cross.  Transition has also been defined as the
point where the slope first becomes indistin-
guishable from that of the steady detonation.

The weaknesses of the simpler methods are
that they 1) seldom use any definite or repeat-
able physical transition criterion, 2) differ in
implementation between experimenters, 3) do
not use all of the record information, 4) have

certain systematic errors, and 5) do not take
advantage of recent theoretical advances and
modern computational capabilities.

Nevertheless, wedge test data accuracy has
historically been limited more by experimental
error than by post-processing technique.  Two
dominant errors have proved particularly hard to
mitigate: 1) limited planarity of the explosive
lens, and 2) imperfect and variable pressure sup-
port provided by the following flow.  However,
neither issue is a fundamental problem if the
explosive is initiated by a gas gun projectile.

In fact, workers at Los Alamos have refined
the gas gun initiated wedge test to the point
where analysis methods may now pose the
weaker link in the accuracy chain.  In this paper
we pursue a more sophisticated analysis to help
the improved data meet its potential.  Beyond
that, the techniques we develop provide a new
framework for characterizing shock initiation.



DSD AND SHOCK INITIATION
Direct numerical simulation (DNS) of detona-

tion involves calculating the reaction zone struc-
ture, for which one must specify the “mixture”
equation-of-state (EOS) and the reaction rate for
the burning explosive.  The difficulties with
DNS are that 1) knowledge of the mixture EOS
and the reaction rate is limited, and 2) reaction
zone calculations are computationally intensive.

Detonation shock dynamics (DSD) is an
approximation to the reactive Euler equations
that allows numerically efficient tracking of
curved detonation waves.2  DSD avoids the
above DNS difficulties through the use of an
intrinsic relation—a theoretically motivated
mathematical expression relating the local wave
shape to its local motion.  The intrinsic relation
coefficients for a given HE depend upon both its
mixture EOS and reaction rate; however, no
explicit knowledge of the two is necessary.
Instead, the intrinsic relation is calibrated
directly from suitable detonation experiments.3

DSD is a hierarchy of models ordered by the
complexity of the intrinsic relation.  The zeroth
approximation is Huygens’ construction, for
which the local normal velocity component Dn is
constant.  In the first approximation, Dn depends
only upon the total local shock curvature k.  Any
model using a higher-order intrinsic relation
(involving temporal and spatial derivatives of k
and Dn) has been called an extended model.

DSD follows Whitham's shock dynamics
model4 which, if recast in DSD terminology, is
an extended variant. Whitham shock dynamics is
strictly ill-posed in the inert shock application
for which it was developed, but is well-posed for
detonation waves.  The reason is that a detona-
tion is causally insulated from the greater down-
stream world by a sonic surface that travels close
behind the lead shock.  This attribute means that
an intrinsic relation (which relates appropriate
local conditions at the shock front) provides the
right type of information for the problem.  An
inert shock wave has no sonic surface, but is
influenced (in fact, driven) by the downstream
boundary condition.  Nevertheless, Whitham
shock dynamics is often a good approximation.

An initiating shock falls between an inert
shock and a developed detonation with respect
to downstream influence.  An initiating shock is
pushed both by back boundary motion and by
reaction, the balance tipping toward reactive
control as the wave evolves.  At some point
during initiation a sonic surface forms and
becomes "attached" to the shock, whereupon the
theory becomes physically sound.  The stronger
the input shock the quicker all this happens, and
the less spatial error accrues from model
deficiencies.  Fortunately, robustly engineered
detonation systems (the intended DSD
application) are designed to initiate promptly.

A front curvature rate stick experiment defines
a curve on the extended DSD intrinsic surface.
A collection of different diameter rate sticks
map out the surface in a region of parameter
space.  Wedge experiments define an ensemble
of curves in a quite different region of parameter
space.  Extended DSD assumes each initiation
curve to be identical, regardless of input shock
pressure.  We wish to examine how true this is
in practice.  If initiation curves differ, one must
define a representative composite curve.  By
interpolating between the two classes of data,
one may then estimate the intrinsic surface in the
uncharted regions between.  Refinements may
then be gained by calculating more complex
(and generally non-steady) experiments.

THE ACCELERATION FUNCTION
In the simplest extended models the intrinsic

relation for a plane wave relates Dn to the shock
acceleration dDn/dt.  This function is a phase
plane representation of the measured x-t shock
build-up trajectory, and comprises a simple
description of shock initiation.

In their extensive paper on extended DSD
theory, Yao and Stewart5 compute a theoretical
intrinsic relation assuming an ideal gas EOS, and
Arrhenius kinetics with high activation energy.
When applied to a plane wave (k = 0), the (k,
Dn, dDn/dt) level of their expression becomes
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For brevity we denote the shock velocity Dn by
U, and the shock acceleration dDn/dt by a.  D is
the Chapman-Jouguet (c-j) velocity, am is the
peak acceleration, and Um is the velocity at
which it occurs.  We shall select Eq. 1 as an
example for detailed study, bearing in mind that
it is just one possibility among many quali-
tatively similar functional forms.

Figure 1 plots Eq. 1 in dimensionless coord-
inates, for three values of the shape parameter
Um/D.  A shock inserted at speed U0 traces the
middle curve to D as indicated by the arrows.
The acceleration is finite for all U < D .  This
reflects the assumed Arrhenius reaction rate,
which, though it may be very small, is never
identically zero.  In particular a[C], where C is
the bulk sound speed, can take a wide range of
values depending on Um/D.  Experimentally,
a[C] for a PBX is vanishingly small.  Noting that
C/D ~ 1/4, Fig. 1 indicates that 0.9 < Um/D < 1
for a physically plausible calibration.

FIGURE 1: PLOT OF THE Y-S FUNCTION
(EQ. 1) FOR THREE VALUES OF Um/D.

INTEGRAL SOLUTIONS TO a[U]
We now illustrate how best to obtain a fitting

function x[t] from a generating function a[U],
using Eq. 1 as an example.  For a specified input
shock velocity U0, the elapsed time and distance
of the shock are given by the integrals
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Equations 2 comprise a parametric solution for
the shock trajectory in terms of U.  This form is
convenient for plotting, but is not accommo-
dated by standard data fitting packages.  For the
Yao-Stewart (Y-S) form, Eq. 2a integrates to
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and Eq. 2b integrates to
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where Ei[z] is the exponential integral function

                       

† 

Ei[z] = -
exp[-x]

x
-z

•

Ú  dx ,                      (5)

and e = exp[1].  Next we eliminate U between
Eqs. 3 and 4 to obtain a function f[x, t] =0:
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The final step is to solve for t[x] or x[t], either of
which can be used to fit data directly.  For Y-S,
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These three steps can be performed only for
certain simple expressions for a[U].  In some
cases only the first step is possible, in others,
two out of three.  When a full analytic solution is
possible it is often in terms of special functions
(Ei[z] in particular) and their inverses, as for Eq.
1.  This poses no problem if all functions are
defined in the computing environment.  For
equations allowing a subset of the above sol-
ution steps, or if undefined special functions are
generated, it is generally easiest to numerically
compute the desired solution directly from a[U].
For example, to compute x[t] one would solve
the following second order ODE:

          

† 

˙ ̇ x [t] = a ˙ x [t][ ];  x[0] = 0;  ˙ x [0] = U0 ,       (8)

which modern mathematics packages will solve
promptly by a single command.  With modest
effort, one may manually input trial parameters
and iterate to achieve a good fit.  Otherwise, a
least squares analysis will generally require
some programming.  In our case we constructed
a simple Mathematica® fitting algorithm to
handle equations requiring numerical solution.

FITS TO INDIVIDUAL DATA SETS
The first data analysis goal is to generate

accurate Pop-plot and inert Hugoniot curves.
This exercise involves fitting individual data sets
as closely as possible.  Here, we examine how
well Eq. 1 fits PBX 9501 and PBX 9502 gas gun
records.  Existing shots for each explosive were
designed to generate three nominal input
pressures that resulted in short, medium, and
long runs in the fixed sample length.  We have

selected the nicest data set in each of the six
categories for detailed study.

For each HE, we began by jointly fitting the
three records to a common function a[U].  That
is, the parameters Um and am were the same for
each record.  U0 is of course different for each
test.  D was constrained to 8.80 mm/ms for PBX
9501 and 7.65 mm/ms for PBX 9502.  (The true
c-j velocity for PBX 9502 is poorly known due
to an upturn in the diameter effect curve as 1/R

† 

Æ 0.  Values as high as about 7.8 mm/ms have
been extrapolated; the present value is that
which best fits the current data.)

The x-t points were generated by magnetic
shock tracker gauges, as described in a previous
report.6  These gauges had a placement tolerance
of ~100 mm within the sample.  Accordingly, we
allowed a separate offset X0 for each record.
Best-fit offsets greater than about 100 mm would
be suspicious, but the calculated values were
typically of this order or less.  To optimize the
individual fits, each record was re-fit allowing
separate values of Um and am, using the best-fit
parameters from the first fit as starting values.
This two-step procedure helped to ensure that
the different records didn’t get trapped in
different local minima of the merit function.

The three PBX 9501 data sets are plotted in
Fig. 2.  The fits are overlaid upon the data, and
the agreement is excellent in all three cases.  The
standard deviation s  of the fit residuals
(magnified 10x in the plots) were 17, 27, and 16
mm, respectively.

    

        A) SHORT RUN (#1154)            B) MEDIUM RUN (#1179)            C) LONG RUN (#1165)
FIGURE 2: INDIVIDUAL FITS TO THREE PBX 9501 SHOCK INITIATION DATA SETS.



      
       A) SHORT RUN (#2s-85)           B) MEDIUM RUN (#2s-86)           C) LONG RUN (#2s-70)
FIGURE 3: INDIVIDUAL FITS TO THREE PBX 9502 SHOCK INITIATION DATA SETS.

The three PBX 9502 data sets are plotted in
Fig. 3.  In these shots there were three rows of
shock trackers in the gauge package.  The data
from each tracker is separately distinguishable in
the residual pattern due to the order 100 mm
interleaving error.  This placement tolerance
leads to a significant increase in the standard
deviations (which were 37, 43, and 45 mm, res-
pectively) relative to the PBX 9501 values.

On Inert Hugoniot Accuracy
The inert Hugoniot curve is constructed from a

collection of (u0, U0) data pairs.  U0 is the initial
shock velocity, a fitting parameter in this
analysis.  u0 is the input particle velocity which,
for a traditional wedge test, is inferred by an
impedance-matching calculation.  One obtains a
single Hugoniot point per wedge test.

Whether the shock is generated by a plane
wave lens or a projectile, U0 is typically inferred
by fitting a straight line to the early shock
trajectory.  Since the goal is to construct an inert
Hugoniot, one must obtain the measurement
over a short time and distance, before reaction
accelerates the shock and spoils the result.  The
dilemma is that measurements over short times
and distances lead to large slope uncertainties.

Fitting a straight line to an accelerating curve
leads to an overestimate of the initial slope U0.
From the shape of a[U] it is clear that this error
becomes progressively worse as U0 increases.
The present method computes the local value of
U0 from a fit that follows the global trend.  As
expected, it predicts consistently smaller, and
potentially more accurate, values for U0 than
does the traditional straight-line method.

DSD CALIBRATION AND THE SINGLE
CURVE INITIATION (SCI) MODEL

We have shown that a particular form for a[U]
can closely fit a variety of individual shock
trajectories, which is useful for establishing
accurate values of U0, t*, and x*.  Our other goal
is to calibrate extended DSD in the initiation
regime, for which we must find the best single
calibration of a[U].  A simple solution would be
to use the calibration corresponding to a typical
run distance.  Alternatively, we can find the
calibration that best globally reproduces a range
of initiation data, e.g., that of Figs. 2 or 3.  In
either case the practical question is, how well
can a single function a [U ] reproduce x-t
trajectories for a variety of initiation conditions?

The notion that a master a[U] curve describes
all possible initiation trajectories is equivalent to
the single curve initiation (SCI) model, an idea
that emerged early in the study of shock initia-
tion.  SCI is typically expressed in the x-t plane,
where all trajectories centered on (t*, x*) are
identical regardless of U0.  It is also a funda-
mental assumption of the Forest Fire reaction
rate model7.  Thus SCI, Whitham shock dynam-
ics, extended DSD, and Forest Fire are all based
on the same physical assumptions—which we
now consider by a simple thought experiment.

Physical Assumptions of SCI
Consider Fig. 4a, in which an HE sample is

pushed by a piston of velocity u1, to generate a
shock of velocity U1.  After a time dt the shock
has accelerated, due to reaction in the shocked
material, to a greater speed U2 (Fig. 4b). In Fig.
4c an identical sample is shocked by a piston of



speed u2, to an initial speed U2.  SCI assumes
that cases 4b) and 4c) behave identically as the
shock accelerates from U2 to D, for all possible
combinations of u1 and dt.  This can only happen
if the shock in 4b) is unaffected by the additional
layer of reacting material, which further implies
that reaction is concentrated near the shock
front—as it is for the steady detonation.  Conse-
quently, short and supported input shocks be-
have the same for the SCI model.

FIGURE 4: THOUGHT EXPERIMENT TO
ILLUSTRATE SCI MODEL PROPERTIES.

The SCI physical assumption does not general-
ly mesh with experimental observations of init-
iation.  In fact, the initiation of a physically
homogeneous explosive is much the opposite
situation.8  In that case the shocked explosive
self-heats, or “cooks,” for an induction time Dt
before reaction runs away.  Thermal explosion
begins at the back boundary where material has
cooked the longest.  One infers that an induction
locus must then advance according to a “light-
ing-time schedule” set by the input shock.  Soon
the heat release associated with this initially
thermal wave transforms it into a pressure wave,
which continues to steepen to become a deton-
ation in the pre-shocked material. This super
detonation then overtakes the lead shock, impul-
sively accelerating it past the steady velocity D.
This momentarily overdriven detonation then
asymptotically relaxes back to the speed D.

In contrast, heterogeneous explosives initiate
by the aid of energy localization, or “hot spots”.
When a localized hot region is created in a
shocked PBX, there is an instant of competition

between heat generation and loss to the colder
surroundings.  With state-sensitive HE kinetics
the thermal problem is quite bi-stable: reaction
wins or loses promptly.  The shocked HE is left
with a local number density n of “active” (i.e.,
reacting and spreading) hot spots, where n
increases as the shock gains strength.

An additional time period is necessary for
active hot spots to grow and consume the colder
interstitial material; however, unlike the homo-
geneous case, there is a prompt component to
reaction following the shock.  The experimental
consequence is that the overtaking wave struc-
ture (and magnetic particle velocity gauges do
show that there is one) is sufficiently diffuse that
PBX's do not generally exhibit velocity
overshoot.  That is why Eq. 1 and similar forms
fit the data.  Homogeneous build-up has a more
complicated phase-plane description that could
be described by suitable extensions to the
current formulation.

The Kinematic SCI Pop Plot
A useful attribute of the SCI model is that the

U[t] and U[x] master curves can be transformed
to kinematic Pop plots, a term we’ve coined for
t*[U0] and x*[U0].  (One can easily transform to
the traditional dynamic Pop plot, t*[P 0] or
x*[P0], if the inert Hugoniot is known.)  For SCI,
one can estimate the kinematic Pop plot from a
single initiation record or, conversely, calculate
shock trajectories from the Pop-plot.

The transformation from the laboratory to the
Pop plot frame is illustrated in Fig. 5.  For every
value of U0 there is a transition point x*, defined
by some initiation criterion U = Ud, which also
lies on the master curve.  The locus of all
possible (U0, x*) pairs therefore map out the
entire master curve.  We need only change the
coordinate system to adopt the Pop plot
interpretation.  The old and new coordinate
systems are shown in Fig. 5a, and the completed
transformation is shown in Fig. 5b.  If t[U] =
f[U ] (Eq. 3), then the transformation rule is
t*[U0] = f[Ud] – f[U 0].  Likewise if If x[U] =
g[U] (Eq. 4), then the transformation rule is
x*[U0] = g[Ud] – g[U0].



            
   A) SCI VELOCITY MASTER CURVE                           B) KINEMATIC SCI POP PLOT
FIGURE 5. TRANSFORMATION FROM THE VELOCITY MASTER CURVE TO THE
KINEMATIC SCI POP PLOT.  (NOTE THAT THE COORDINATES ARE LINEAR.)

For the Y-S equation the kinematic Pop plot
t*[U0] is given by:
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Likewise, the result for x*[U0] is
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The velocity threshold Ud is a matter of
preference, Ud = Um and Ud = hD (h = const. <
1) being obvious choices.  The first definition
is aesthetic because it has no arbitrary
parameters; the second is attractive because for
fixed D, the upper Pop plot termination does
not depend on the fitting parameter Um.

Tests of the SCI Model
A sensitive test of SCI is how short shocks of

varying pulse widths evolve, as compared to
supported shocks of the same pressure.  We
have noted that if SCI holds, shock build up
trajectories should be insensitive to pulse
width.  Instead, experiments show a sensitivity

to pulse width that depends on the particle
size.9  Here we are able to compare supported
initiation waves with modestly differing input
pressures and run distances, for two explosives.

Figure 6 plots a[U] corresponding to the fits
of Figs. 2 and 3.  For both HE’s, am decreases
with U0 and increases with x*.  This trend
represents a systematic departure from the SCI
model, and one that is sensible based on the
previous discussion: weaker inputs and longer
runs allow the reacting flow more time andac
distance to organize and steepen into an
overtaking wave, which is a step toward the
homogeneous initiation scenario.

How well SCI works as an engineering
approximation is a harder question, one that
surely depends on multiple factors.  We can
address the question for the present data sets by
comparing the quality of x-t fits for individual
records (i.e., Figs. 2 and 3), to those obtained
under SCI-constraint.  Doing so, we find that
the medium-run fits were virtually unchanged,
since the SCI fits reflect the average behavior
of the sets.  The short and long-run fits were
still very good. The SCI s’s were 26, 27, and
20 mm for PBX 9501 (a 20% average increase)
and 38, 43, and 47 mm for PBX 9502 (a 2%
average increase).  The smaller increase for
9502 is likely due to the "fitting flexibility"
introduced by gauge interleaving.  Thus for the
limited present data set, the sacrifice for mak-
ing the SCI approximation is modest.



    
                               A) PBX 9501                                                               B) PBX 9502

FIGURE 6: ACCELERATION FUNCTIONS FOR THE X-T FITS OF FIGS. 2 AND 3.

Comparison of the True and SCI Pop Plots
Another way to judge how closely initiation

follows SCI is to compare the true and SCI Pop
plots.  The true Pop plot comes from inserting
individual fit parameters from Figs. 2 or 3 into
Eqs. 9 and 10, which gives a single data point
for each record in the standard manner.  The SCI
Pop plot is given by inserting the SCI fitting
parameters into Eqs. 9 and 10, which gives a
prediction for the entire curve.  The latter result
is shown by the dotted curves (which are mostly
covered by the solid curves) in Figs. 7a and 7b.
The transition criterion is Ud = 0.99 D.

The dotted curves follow the data points
reasonably well, and predict a maximum run
distance x*[C] of 7.6 cm for PBX 9501, and 18
m for PBX 9502.  The latter is acceptably large
for practical purposes (since we don't usually
work with 18 m charges), but PBX 9501 would
be too dangerous to handle if a weak wave
actually ran to detonation in a distance
comparable to typical piece dimensions.  As
previously noted, the problem is that Eq. 1 has a
finite acceleration for all U < D, such that even
acoustic waves eventually run to detonation.

In reality, a PBX relies on hot spots to initiate
reaction.  That process is absent for both acoust-
ic and elastic waves; rather, hot spots form only
when the shocked stress level exceeds the
material strength, causing the initially heterogen-
eous compact to homogenize in a manner that
produces localized energy dissipation.  Conse-

quently initiation cannot occur below Uh, the
shock velocity at the Hugoniot elastic limit.  The
distinction between Uh and C has little effect on
the present model, as Fig. 6 shows that the two
are nearly equivalent.10, 11 (In a solid, even a low
Mach number shock produces high pressure.)

Mathematically, we require that a[Uc] = 0,
where Uc ≥ U h is a cutoff velocity.  There are
many interesting forms that satisfy this condi-
tion; however, in keeping with the current theme
let us simply add a term to the Y-S equation:
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This modification precludes analytic solutions,
and one must proceed numerically as outlined
earlier.  The correction is shown by the solid
curves in Figs. 7a and 7b.  Most of the curve is
essentially unchanged, but the Pop plot now
asymptotes to infinite run as Uc is approached.

The dashed curves show the best fit of Eq. 11
to the true Pop plot points.  A modest but
systematic deviation is predicted over the full
range: for both HE’s the SCI Pop plot is
somewhat steeper than the estimated true curve.
Finally, it is clear that the Pop plot only follows
a power law (i.e, is linear in log-log space) over
a limited range, but experimental size limitations
prevent one from measuring much departure.



    
                           A) PBX 9501                                                                   B) PBX 9502
FIGURE 7: TRUE AND SCI KINEMATIC POP PLOTS FOR PBX’S 9501 AND 9502.

SCALING CONSIDERATIONS
The difference between PBX 9501 and PBX

9502 is in many ways modest.  PBX 9502 has
30% less energy, detonates 13% slower, and is
about 19% deficient in detonation pressure.  The
only drastic difference between the two is their
shock sensitivities, as seen in Fig. 7.  The same
tends to be true of other explosives: sensitivity is
the only attribute that we must plot on a log-log
scale to compare our range of materials.

The sensitivity of an explosive depends on its
state-dependent chemical decomposition rates
and physical properties, as well as the hetero-
geneous microstructure of its formulation.  Other
factors being equal, a higher reaction rate
increases the imbalance between energy genera-
tion and loss, which promotes thermal runaway.
This much is true whether the initiation stimulus
is shock initiation, cook-off, or low velocity
impact. Thus, the higher the reaction rate, the
greater the general initiation sensitivity.

The c-j reaction zone thickness d comprises an
integral measure of the reaction rate over a range
of high pressure/temperature states, and so (by
the above argument) is related to the shock sens-
itivity.  For example, d9502 ~10 d9501.  It would be
fortuitous if d were found to rank all explosives
in order of sensitivity, as the range of states it
samples represents only the late stages of
initiation.  Nevertheless, limited data suggest
that such may often be the case—at least for the
relatively prompt initiation we usually measure.

Let us explore the idealization that the init-
iation behavior of different heterogeneous explo-
sives is exactly the same when each is scaled by
its respective d.  We begin by defining the dim-
ensionless variables

† 

˜ x = x /d  and

† 

˜ t = (Dt) /d .
From these it follows that the dimensionless
shock velocity is 

† 

˜ U = U /D, and the dimension-
less acceleration is 

† 

˜ a = (ad) /D2.  The conjec-
ture is that the corresponding dimensionless
acceleration function h, where

                     

† 

˜ a 
˜ a m

=
a

am
= h[ ˜ U ; ˜ U m ,... ˜ U 0],           (12)

is the same for all explosives.  For future ref-
erence we call Eq. 12 the c-j similarity model.

C-j similarity is the inverse of the SCI model
in the following sense: SCI assumes that the
acceleration function is unique for a given
explosive, but says nothing about the connection
between functions for different explosives.
Conversely, c-j similarity specifies a simple
connection between the acceleration functions
for different explosives, but does not require that
function to be unique for a given explosive.

Under c-j similarity, the acceleration function
can depend (as in Eq. 12) on the initial shock
velocity.  This permits the qualitative behavior
seen in Fig. 6, with the restriction that departure
from SCI follows the prescribed scaling be-
havior.  Under the stronger assumption that SCI
and c-j similarity apply simultaneously, Eq. 12
becomes independent of 

† 

˜ U 0 .



We shall consider the simpler, more ideal case
(i.e, simultaneous SCI and c-j similarity) first.
Figure 8 shows the previously determined SCI
curves for PBX 9501 and PBX 9502, plotted
non-dimensionally as specified by Eq. 12.  The
two curves (and those for other explosives)
would overlay exactly if both models held
simultaneously.  In practice the agreement is
close, though certainly not exact.

FIGURE 8. C-J SCALED SCI ACCELERA-
TION CURVES FOR PBX’S 9501 AND 9502.

To obtain the optimal calibration for this prob-
lem we must jointly fit Eq. 12 to all six data sets.
We again use Eq. 1 (now in dimensionless form)
as the fitting model.  Note that 

† 

˜ U m  is common to
both explosives, but the am values are distinct.
Note also that 

† 

˜ a m  is unknown, since d is un-
known.  The result is am(9501) = 1034 mm/ms2,
am(9502) = 21.30 mm/ms2, and 

† 

˜ U m  = 0.9523.  The
resulting s's for the PBX 9501 cases are 16, 49,
and 57 mm (a 71% average increase over SCI,
and a 105% average increase over the individual
fits). The resulting s's for the PBX 9502 cases
are 38, 44, and 42 mm (essentially unchanged
from both SCI and the individual fits).  The
overall result is clearly compromised by the
union of assumptions, but is still rather good.

If D 2/d is in fact the physically appropriate
"yardstick" for scaling am as assumed, then 

† 

˜ a m
will be of order unity.  Since D is measured and
am is inferred from the fit, we can thereby obtain
an estimate D for d.  Thus letting am = D2/D, we
obtain D9501 = 75 mm and D 9502 = 2.7 mm, in
basic agreement with other measurements and
estimates for PBX 950112 and PBX 950213-15.

As a simple c-j similarity example that does
not assume SCI, consider the Y-S equation with

                     

† 

˜ a m
˜ a m0

=
am
am0

= exp -
˜ U 0
˜ U a

È 

Î 
Í 

˘ 

˚ 
˙ ,              (13)

where am0 is the acceleration (distinct for differ-
ent explosives) in the fictitious limit 

† 

˜ U 0 Æ 0 ,

and 

† 

˜ U a  is a new fitting parameter common to all
explosives.  Using Eq. 13 with Eq. 1 generates
curves qualitatively like Fig. 6.  Fitting the six
combined data sets as above, we obtain 

† 

˜ U a  =
19.48, 

† 

˜ U m  = 0.9508, am(9501) = 1216 mm/ms2,
and am(9502) = 22.83 mm/ms2. Defining am0 =
D2/D0 we obtain D0(9501) = 64 mm and D0(9502) =
2.6 mm.  The resulting s's for the 9501 cases are
26, 27, and 19 mm (a 20% average increase over
the individual fits).  The s's for the 9502 cases
are 38, 43, and 42 mm (virtually unchanged from
the individual fits).  Thus, c-j similarity for both
explosives combined (as expressed by Eq. 13),
works slightly better than SCI (as expressed by
Eq. 1) for each explosive alone.

Finally, Fig. 9 illustrates (using the above SCI
example) how the information contained in a c-j
scaled acceleration function can be expanded to
generate quasi-universal PBX initiation traject-
ories, together with the associated kinematic Pop
plot (the heavy curve).

FIGURE 9. C-J SCALED QUASI-UNIVER-
SAL X-T INITIATION SURFACE.



OTHER ACCELERATION FUNCTIONS
We have explored several empirical forms for

a[U ] to determine if the Y-S equation has
“magical” properties.  The result is that most any
function of the right general shape will nicely fit
individual x-t records; however, such functions
differ in their ability to jointly fit multiple rec-
ords, especially when Uc is pinned to a physi-
cally realistic value.  The modified Y-S form
(Eq. 11) is as good as any we’ve found so far.

One also finds that the am value needed to get
to the right distance at the right time depends
strongly on the function shape.  The Y-S equa-
tion predicts larger am values (by up to an order
of magnitude) than most other forms we’ve
tested.  That it returns the expected value of D
from scaling arguments tempts us to favor Y-S
over other forms, but d/D need not be as close to
unity as we’ve assumed.  If one compares differ-
ent explosives using the same form for a[U],
then the relative values of am and d are meaning-
ful, even if the absolute values are uncertain.
FUTURE DIRECTIONS

We hope to extend the present analysis to
include homogeneous initiation (with velocity
overshoot), and to define a practical figure-of-
merit to quantify build-up character.  It would
also be illuminating to generate a[U] by reactive
burn calculations, and to compare those results
with the Y-S and various empirical equations.
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